
[PC Developer Magazine Author 
Guidelines Template]
[place file name here]
[put this template file in your WINWORD TEMPLATE 
DIRECTORY and use the built in formatting styles only]
[Put all author comments in square brackets like this]
[All text in Times New Roman, 9pt, NORMAL PCD 
Style]

Guidelines
You can either send a range of article ideas (brief, 50-100
word summaries) by facsimile (61 3)9532 0685 or 
CompuServe 76711,1243 for the editor to evaluate, 
including your full contact details. Or, you can simply 
send us your articles directly, saving time. If there is any 
problem with a submitted article, we will get back to you 
with details and advice.
We pay .14c per word published (including source code).
Please submit exe files and source in separate zip file to 
go on the resource diskette.

Text and Graphics Formatting
Please format text strictly according to this template. 
Graphics such as screen clips can be embedded in Word 
for Windows documents but must also be supplied as 
greyscale TIF files or BMPs also.

Don’t forget to put in a few words about yourself for the 
bio box.

Heading (8 words or less) 
[Heading 1 Style]

By (your name) [Style1]

Introduction (50-100 words) [NormalPCD Style]

Body text [NormalPCD Style]
[single carriage return between paragraphs - no special 
interline settings, definately no first line indentation etc 
or bullet points. To do bullets, use the following -]
* Bullet one
* Bullet two
* Bullet three
.
.
.

Sample Source Code One [Source Heading style]
[all source code in Courier New, 9pt, tabs and line break 
characters where wrapping - note this is a two column 
template - keep it that way and break your source 
manually as follows:]

Function fnEvaluate ()
    '*** A function to return True ifå
stored variable field values
    '*** are more correct than theå 
current record.
    '*** More correct is defined aså 
any of the following:
    '***    Any subscription dateå 
field is more recent
    '***    If balance_due field iså 
not empty

    '***    If TMTEST num portion iså 
higher
    
    Dim x As Integer, xx As Integer
    Dim xvalue As String, xxvalue Aså 
String

    vEvalFalse% = -1 ' Is set to 0 ifå 
child is ranked higher
    
    Debug.Print "tmtest evaluated -1å 
as starting default - master lower"

[The best way to see your breaks is to turn on all 
formatting characters and where there is no carriage 
return charcter (¶) at the end of a code line, insert the 
dixieland truetype (å) symbol.]

[SLUGGING INFORMATION]

[You MUST include the following at the bottom of every 
article:]

Issue PCD/x
Title [As per heading above]
Article ID xxx
Complexity Level [rank your article from 0 - beginner, 
to 10 - super advanced]
Keywords [VERY IMPORTANT - select 6 - 10 
keywords that will help users find your article when they 
need it. DO NOT USE LANGUAGE, OPERATING 
SYSTEM OR OTHER DETAILS ALREADY IN 
SLUGGING BOX. Separate with SEMI COLON (;) and 
no Spaces, also trailing SEMI COLON]
Language [Select one of the languages 
listed in PCDNDX.EXE (resource disks 5 and above)]
Operating System [Select one of the Operating Systems 
listed in PCDNDX.EXE (resource disks 5 and above)]
Author [Your name: Surname, Titles 
Firstname]
Network ID [Your Internet or CIS ID, or if you 
don’t have one, use 76711,1243 (via CPS)]

Sample Slug Correctly Completed:

Issue PCD/x
Title A CAD Program in Visual Basic
Article ID xxx
Complexity Level 7
Keywords CAD;CO-
ORDINATE;SCALE;MOUSE;DIMENSION;TRIGONO
METRY;GEOMETRY
Language VISUAL BASIC
Operating System Win 3.x
Author Jones, Philip
Network ID 76711,1243 (via CPS)


	Heading (8 words or less) [Heading 1 Style]

